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Introduction

Contingent labor and
services are large,
under-managed spend
categories
There’s a huge spend category that may not be on your radar. Only 57% of workforce spend in professional
services is on employees; the other 43% is on external labor. The external workforce comprises:
•

Contingent workers: Individuals hired to work for a company, but not as employees. They
include independent contractors, freelancers or temporary labor.

•

Services providers: Organizations that provide services delivered by people, typically
contracted via a Statement of Work (SoW). Examples include IT outsourcers, consulting firms,
agencies and call centers.

The external workforce helps professional services organizations drive
topline growth, flex to changes in business demand and optimize team
composition. Yet, many organizations lack visibility into this large and
critical spend category, which makes it difficult to source and manage to
achieve the desired return on investment.
It’s often challenging to source top talent at speed to augment the employee workforce. Managing
the external workforce can be challenging too—for example, tracking rebillable margin and
adherence to country-specific tax and legal requirements, and managing external workers’ access to
systems and facilities.

To understand organizations’ use and management of the external
workforce, and the role that Procurement plays in this dynamic
business environment, SAP collaborated with Oxford Economics
to survey 2,050 executives in more than 20 countries and a
variety of B2B and B2C industries across two research studies.
Read on to see what we learned from professional services executives and see how you compare
with your peers.
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The external
workforce
is essential
for business
resiliency
and agility
The external workforce is large, and many believe it will continue to grow
because of the flexibility it provides.

Fig. 1: Split of workforce spend across employees, contingent
workers and services providers in professional services

Employees:

57%

43%

of workforce spend
is on external
labor

Contingent workers:

24%

Services providers:

19%

The external workforce operates at the core of the enterprise.

Indeed, more than half of executives (58%) say their company would be unable to
conduct business as usual without an external workforce.
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The external workforce is essential for business resiliency and agility

Fig. 2: The external workforce fuels business resiliency
Percentage of professional services executives who agree with the
following statements about their external workforce
The external workforce is essential to getting work done1

83%
The external workforce provides extra capacity to help
manage peaks in demand1

83%
of professional services
executives say the external
workforce is essential to
getting work done1

78%
The external workforce helps us compete in a digital world

66%
The external workforce helps our business recover from
downturns1

52%
The external workforce also helps organizations
source the skills they need. In fact, 60% of
executives say external workers are important to
meet business needs for specialized new IT and
digital skills, and 60% for industry-specific skills.

66%
say the external workforce
helps them compete in a
digital world
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The external workforce is essential for business resiliency and agility

The external workforce helps organizations realize a
broad range of business goals.
The external workforce helps companies meet business goals
including increasing organizational agility, developing or improving
products and services, and improving the customer experience.

Fig. 3: The external workforce is crucial to meeting business goals
Percentage of professional services executives who say the external workforce is
“important” or “extremely important” in meeting business goals
Operating at full capacity/meeting market demands

72%
Increasing organizational agility

70%

66

%

Increasing speed to market

66%
Developing or improving products and services

of professional services
executives say the
external workforce is
important to increasing
speed to market

62%
Reducing risk

60%
Improving the customer experience/client satisfaction

58%
Managing costs

54%
The external workforce is a top priority right now, because it helps organizations to be
more agile and move at speed in this uncertain economic environment.

The opportunity to reduce risk and drive more value.

Despite organizations’ heavy reliance on the external workforce, this spend
category is significantly under-managed. Organizations lack visibility into their
external workforce, which makes it hard to pivot quickly. They do not manage
their external workforce with sufficient rigor, creating risks and reducing ROI.
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Three key
actions to
better manage
your external
labor spend

In our analysis, we identified three key actions that help organizations better manage this
spend, reduce risk and unlock more value from their external workforce:

3 key actions

Actively manage your external labor to drive better business outcomes

Gain
visibility

Manage
with rigor
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Improve
ROI

3 key actions to better manage your external labor spend

Gain
visibility
Professional services executives do not have good visibility to external resources. This is
especially troubling given they rely heavily on management consultants, information technology
consultants and other temporary workers. It’s vital to gain visibility of your external workforce,
because you can’t manage what you can’t see.

Fig. 4: Poor visibility into external labor
Percentage of professional services executives who are “highly informed” about the
following aspects of their contingent workers and services providers
Contingent workers

Services providers

Contract terms

Just

36

62%
70%
Access to systems and conﬁdential company information

%

of professional services
organizations are highly
informed about their
contingent workers’
responsibilities

58%
58%
Where they are located

50%

and

40

46%

%

Access to facilities

42%

when it comes to services
providers

38%
Compliance with required licenses and certiﬁcations

38%
48%
Responsibilities

36%
40%
Who is doing the work

26%
32%
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3 key actions to better manage your external labor spend

Quality of work

Many executives lack insight into quality of work, particularly by individual
contributors. They also don’t effectively track progress against milestones and
deliverables. Without this visibility, how do you know if the work was completed
according to the contract – and that you received what you paid for?

Fig. 5: Poor visibility into work
Percentage of professional services executives who are “highly informed”
about the following aspects of work done by external labor
Contingent workers

Services providers

Quality of work

Quality of work: project/work stream level

30%
Progress against milestones/deliverables

20%
Individual performance

14%

24%
Progress against milestones/deliverables

24%
Quality of work: supplier level

18%

Organizations may be paying a high price for their
lack of visibility. Poor-quality work has a huge hidden
cost, because it can cause substantial rework and
missed deadlines.
Visibility into cost overruns and missed
deadlines as they are happening would help
organizations get ahead of runaway projects,
and better control spend.

Just

30

%

of executives are highly
informed about the
quality of work by
contingent workers

and

24

%

when it comes to a
project done by a
services provider
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3 key actions to better manage your external labor spend

Manage
with rigor
Professional services organizations experience a high volume of digital and physical
security breaches. Bad actors can take advantage of non-employee access, leading to
significant financial loss, liability and reputational damage.

Fig. 6: Issues executives experience with external labor
Percentage of professional services executives who experience the following issues with their
contingent workers and services providers “sometimes, frequently or nearly every engagement”
Contingent workers

Services providers

Compliance issues

54%
54%
Physical security breaches

Nearly

half

52%
54%
Digital security breaches

50%

of professional
services executives

48%
Quality issues with resources and/or projects

have quality issues with
resources and/or projects
with contingent workers
(48%) and services
providers (42%)

48%
42%
Unauthorized (maverick) spend

42%
48%
Rates that deviate from the rate card
or master services agreement

40%
44%
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3 key actions to better manage your external labor spend

Only 36% of professional services organizations have technology
to manage contingent workers’ systems and facilities access and
are able to automatically remove access at the end of the project.
For services providers, the problem is even greater at 32%.
Only 42% of professional services executives have technology
to ensure that negotiated rates are adhered to for contingent
workers, and only 40% when it comes to services providers. The
lack of enforcement of negotiated rates cuts into margins, and
leaves money on the table.

Without the right technology, Procurement
cannot manage the external workforce effectively.
This creates risks, reduces ROI and makes it difficult to pivot
quickly. By actively managing external labor, you can engage
these resources more quickly, manage their digital and
physical access to your facilities, and better enforce on- and
off-boarding.

Only

42%

of professional services
executives have
technology to ensure
that negotiated rates
are adhered to for
contingent workers

and

Only

40

%

when it comes to
services providers
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3 key actions to better manage your external labor spend

Improve
ROI
There’s a huge opportunity for
organizations to increase ROI from
their external labor spend.
Only half of executives say that 8 out of 10 projects done
by services providers are completed on time or on budget.
Stated a different way, half of executives would rate the on
time/on budget performance a “C” or below. And, just over
half (54%) say that 8 out of 10 projects meet their stated
goals and objectives – meaning that 46% give a rating of a
“C” or below.

Services providers:
More than a PO

There’s a slightly rosier picture when it comes to contingent
workers – yet not by much, with just 60% of executives
saying that 8 out of 10 projects meet their stated goals and
objectives. Using the grading analogy, 40% of executives
would grade this performance a “C” or below.

One of the key issues we
identified is that companies
often purchase goods and
services in the same way.
Although many companies
excel in managing the
financial side of contracts
with services providers, they
stop short of managing the
“people” aspects of these
engagements, such as
security and compliance. This
under-management creates
risk and reduces ROI.

Think of this in light of the billions that companies spend with
consulting firms, IT outsourcers, marketing agencies and
other services providers every year.
Overspend or missed deadlines may be caused by the client,
rather than the contingent worker or services provider.
Early warning indicators about burn rates or missed
milestones can help organizations identify projects that
are off track, get the attention of senior management
and put the project back on course.

Only

half

of executives say that 8 out of
10 projects done by services
providers are completed on
time or on budget
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Every year, organizations
spend billions with services
providers such as consulting
firms, IT outsourcers and
marketing agencies.

How to get started
To gain control of your contingent labor and services spend, and
unlock its potential:
1. Reframe how you view services providers. Many
companies do a great job of managing services providers’
contracts and POs. To gain more value, you need to go
beyond treating services providers as financial transactions
and manage these companies – and their people – like a
workforce.
2. Manage your external workforce with real rigor including
security, quality of work and progress against milestones.
3. Develop a better understanding of the skills you will
need to succeed in the digital era, as specialized IT and
digital skills are in short supply. Build a strategy to ensure
you can access these capabilities.
4. Improve cross-functional collaboration between
Procurement, HR, IT and the lines of business on
workforce strategies, sourcing, spend management,
governance and offboarding. Everyone brings a different
perspective to the table.
5. Ensure your leadership has visibility into the scope,
impact and spend on the external workforce, so you get the
support you need to manage it proactively and drive
more value for your company. You’ll need purpose-built
technology, executive sponsorship, change management
and strong governance.
6. Consider creating a position for a senior executive to
oversee the external workforce. An executive sponsor who
reports to the C-suite regarding the strategy and operations
of their external workforce would go a long way in ensuring
this valuable workforce is managed strategically.
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About the research

This report presents the findings from two complementary
research studies.

External workforce research

In collaboration with Oxford Economics, SAP conducted robust
global research to understand organizations’ use and management
of the external workforce. The findings were published in two
reports: Services Procurement Insights: The Big Reveal
and Contingent Workforce Insights: Expertise in Full Force.
Respondents are from 21 countries in 24 industries – primarily large
enterprises. One-third are C-suite executives.

Procurement research

SAP, in collaboration with Oxford Economics, conducted robust
global research into procurement digital transformation and
supplier collaboration. The data points marked 1 are from this
research. The findings from the Agile Procurement Insights
Research were published in five reports (see sidebar). Respondents
are from 14 industries in 23 countries – primarily large enterprises.
One-third are C-suite executives.

Read the cross-industry reports for deeper
insights into the behaviors of leaders in
procurement digital transformation,
supplier risk, direct spend, and external
labor spend.
Boost ROI and reduce risk from your
contingent labor and services spend:
Agility isn’t always on the payroll: Gain
full visibility of your external workforce
to help you drive better business
outcomes
Dig deep into technology, automation and
data/analytics:
Procurement-powered performance:
How digital transformation is elevating
Procurement
Make your business more resilient:
Getting closer to see further:
Procurement can embrace advanced
analytics to predict and manage
supplier risk
Learn the 3 ways you can better manage
your direct spend: Close collaboration
that goes beyond transactions: Direct
spend leaders engage with essential
suppliers to improve performance
Find out what leaders do that sets them
apart: Leaders aim higher: Elevating the
strategic value of Procurement to the
business
For more information about the
broader research, please visit: Agile
Procurement Insights Research
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